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Five years after the first publication on Trapped Ion
Mobility Spectrometry entitled BGas-phase separation
using a trapped ion mobility spectrometer^ on this
journal [4], we celebrate the recent developments on
TIMS technology with this special issue. This issue
features an example of the high mobility resolving

power of TIMS (up to 400); TIMS potential for the
analysis of high molecular weight biomolecules and
biomolecular complexes; the use of nonlinear scan
functions for targeted high resolution TIMS; and gated
TIMS coupled to ultrahigh resolution FT-ICR MS
analyzers.
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Many major breakthroughs in IMS have occurred over the
last decades. The large number of flavors (e.g., DT-IMS, PF-
IMS, DIMS/FAIMS, TWIMS, and TIMS) and operating con-
dition (low pressure to atmospheric) has allowed the IMS
community to solved problems in a broad range of fields
(e.g., biomedical, forensic, environmental, out-of-space, and
basic science). Initially, IMS-MS developments were mainly
restricted to research groups that focused on the development
of IMS instrumentation and potential applications. With the
recent increase of commercially available IMS-MS variants,
there will be an exponential growth in number of IMS-MS
users and it will soon become a required analysis for most
MS service laboratories. In particular, the first Bruker
Daltonics Inc. TIMS-MS commercial instrument was launch
on the summer of 2016 at the ASMS conference.

Since the introduction of TIMS-MS in 2011 [4, 5], my group
at Florida International University [1–3, 6, 8, 11, 14–17] and
others [7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18], [19, 20] has shown the potential of
TIMS-MS for fast, gas-phase separation and formolecular struc-
tural elucidation. Different from other IMS variants, TIMS en-
ables the interrogation and manipulation of mobility separated
ion populations in the gas-phase, with high resolving power in
millisecond-second time-scales, and with the possibility to mea-
sure CCS using first principles that can be further utilized for
structural assignments. Briefly, the concept behind TIMS is the
use of an electric field to hold ions stationary against a moving
gas, so that the drift force is compensated by the electric field
and ion packages are separated based on their respective ion
mobilities. This concept follows the idea of a parallel flow ion
mobility analyzer [21], with the main difference that ions are
also confined radially using a quadrupolar field to guarantee
higher ion transmission and sensitivity. The separation in a
TIMS device can be described in the center of mass frame using
the same principles as in a conventional IMS drift tube.

A brief biographical sketch and overall research interest is
provided below for the main authors and groups that contributed
to this issue on the development of TIMS in its fifth anniversary.
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